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Abstract
Distributed systems have become ubiquitous in recent years, with those based on distributed ledger
technology (DLT), such as blockchains, gaining more and more weight. Indeed, DLT ensures strong data
integrity thanks to complex cryptographic protocols and high distribution. That said, even the most
powerful systems will never be perfect, and, in fact, the larger they get, the more exposed they become
to threats. For traditional systems, log auditing effectively addresses the problem and makes it possible
to analyze the use of applications. However, DLT systems still lack a wide range of log analyzers due
to the particularities of their distribution. To help remedy this weakness, we propose here a generic
auditing system called DELTA (for Distributed Elastic Log Text Analyzer). By coupling Natural Language
Processing with the Docker Engine of the Filebeat, Logstash stack, Elasticsearch and the visual tool Kibana,
DELTA tracks, analyzes and classifies logs generated by DLT systems. Additionally, it enables real-time
monitoring thanks to visual analysis and querying of structured data. DELTA is the first auditing system
applicable to blockchains that can be integrated with the Docker Engine. In addition to describing its
general principles and specific components, we illustrate its application to Hyperledger Fabric, the most
popular of the platforms for building private blockchains.
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1. Introduction
Distributed systems have been spreading rapidly in recent years [30], and the emergence of
Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs) such as blockchains have strongly contributed to this
trend. These technologies find a wide range of possible applications in areas such as the Internet
of Things (IoT), healthcare, supply chain management, energy, genomics, fintech, insurance,
automotive, etc. [2, 27, 21, 8, 5, 15, 13]. As a consequence, there is an ongoing strengthening
of development frameworks such as Ethereum, Hyperledger, EOSIO, Corda, Waves, Quorum etc.
which are constantly adding new features.
The trend is explained by the ability of DLT to provide a high degree of security, compared
to classical systems, by encrypting and decentralizing data, aspects that are both paramount
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for the development of decentralized applications (dApps). Data security is a crucial issue
for information systems in general, so, over time, numerous tools have been developed for
data protection and monitoring system access, including auditing, which provides a wealth
of security-related information. In particular, system log auditing extracts information about
the operations carried out and the conditions in which they took place and keeps track of
their timelines. Logs are therefore essential for analyzing the behavior of IT systems under
both normal and abnormal conditions. Indeed, while the normal case provides a history of the
operations carried out, the anomalous one helps identify system errors and detect vulnerabilities,
thus preventing cyberattacks.
However, compared to development frameworks, distributed systems auditing tools lag,
especially when it comes to blockchains. The more established ecosystems, such as Bitcoin
and Ethereum, have their log analysis tools. Yet, there is a lack of a standardized tool that can
be integrated with most frameworks and is endowed with real-time monitoring capabilities.
Existing tools designed for cloud and decentralized systems [18] are not easy to integrate with
development frameworks for blockchain applications and are not up to the challenges regarding
complete log auditing of blockchain systems [7]. We started from these premises in carrying
out the design and development of a universal log analysis tool, which takes the name of DELTA
for Distributed Elastic Log Text Analyzer, aimed at analyzing logs of activities on most of the
existing development frameworks for distributed and non-distributed systems - a versatility
which is made possible thanks to the use of the Docker Engine and the stack ELK (Elasticsearch,
Logstash Kibana) integrated via Filebeat.
For this purpose, we make use of the Docker Engine as a bridge for collecting logs between the
analyzer and distributed systems. Thanks to Docker, it is, in fact, possible not only to integrate
completely different systems but also to analyze the logs produced through the ELK stack.
This stack makes it possible to efficiently control log collection methods by accessing Docker
containers. Furthermore, Filebeat takes care of managing log collection methods in real-time,
and Logstash enables automatic log insertion into the Elasticsearch database, which in turn
supplies data to Kibana for immediate viewing through a customizable graphical interface.
The developed tool is not limited to traceability in that the textual part of the traced logs is
subjected to analysis through Natural Language Processing (NLP). NLP is used to perform, upon
the text within logs produced by the Docker containers, three types of analysis, namely: keyword
extraction, classification, and sentiment analysis. Keywords are extracted through two different
models: the more precise KeyBERT, based on BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers), and the more versatile YAKE! [6]. As regards log classification, the choice
fell on the Zero-Shot facebook / bart-large-mnli developed by Meta (formerly Facebook), which
works without requiring data outside the text. The idea of Zero-Shot models is to analyze
and classify data that are also completely different from those with which the training was
carried out using the methodology for statistical inference described in [20]. Finally, sentiment
analysis is performed through VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner), an
open-source analysis tool based on rules for extracting sentiment using dictionaries. All log
collection, analysis, and classification processes occur in real-time, enabling interaction with
resource monitoring processes. In this way, it is possible to focus log analysis on the security
problems and undertake mitigating actions as needed.
Structure of the paper. The remaining part of the article is organized as follows: Section 2
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describes the methodology underlying Delta and the components used for its implementation;
Section 3 describes the application of DELTA to Hyperledger Fabric, the most popular platform
for private blockchains; Section 4 describes future work; Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Methodology
The developed system is mainly divided into two macro sections, the first relating to the
collection of logs through the use of the Elastic components and the second part consisting of
the textual analysis systems provided by the DELTA tool. The following sections describe the
methodologies used to implement the system: Section 2.1 describes the use of the Elastic stack
and the log flow within the system, Section 2.2 is instead dedicated to the illustration of the
developed tool and how the log analysis and their re-elaboration takes place.

2.1. Elastic stack
The acquisition of logs produced by distributed services and systems was managed through the
combined use of several Elastic components. In fact, the stack used includes 4 such components,
namely Filebeat, Logstash, Elasticsearch and Kibana. The Filebeat component has been added on
top of the standard ELK stack as it supports log extraction from highly heterogeneous contexts
and therefore is perfectly suited to distributed environments.
These components fit together to obtain, manage, index, and view the generated logs automatically and instantly. The logs come from the containers where the distributed services are
located and are first extracted through Filebeat, which reads the data directly by connecting to
the log files managed by the Docker engine. Then Filebeat passes the logs to Logstash which
aggregates them and places the raw information inside Elasticsearch creating a special index
for archiving. Finally, Elasticsearch makes indexing of the entered data available for access
via Kibana which provides the visual analysis of both the aggregate data entered through the
collection process and of the analyzed data (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Structure of the system
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2.2. DELTA Analyser
DELTA is aimed at processing the logs in the Elasticsearch database to extract relevant information using Natural Language Processing techniques to facilitate data monitoring and analysis
operations. This occurs through a continuous activity of detection of relevant patterns such
as the presence of IP addresses, as well as of processing on the following three dimensions
(Figure 2):
• Keywords Extraction
• Category Classification
• Sentiment Analysis
DELTA Analyser
main
core
keyword-extractor
zero-shot-classifier
sentiment-analyser
elastic-client
utilities
Figure 2: Structure of DELTA tool

2.3. Keywords Extraction
Keyword extraction picks out words with the highest informative impact on the text, thus
making it possible to conduct statistical analysis or associate keywords with the triggering of
events across vastly varying contexts. Moreover, keywords can be exploited to boost monitoring
effectiveness to access the logs by filtering their content.
Many methods, techniques, and algorithms extract keywords or key phrases from texts
(e.g., TF-IDF, Rake, YAKE!). Since DELTA was designed for a generic context, we cannot make
predictions about the input to be analyzed. Vice versa, given the specificity that characterizes
some application contexts, there may be extraction models based on statistical concepts that
ignore specific keywords. When dealing with a distributed system that uses specific terms
to identify its components (for example, the word Tangle in the context of the distributed
ledger IOTA), such elements would be ignored by the most models based on word frequency or
dictionaries. These considerations led to implementing both a keyword extraction technique
based on the semantic similarity of the words and a method based on the statistical properties
of the texts. Therefore, for keyword extraction, we relied on two models, namely KeyBERT and
YAKE!.
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2.3.1. KeyBERT
KeyBERT is based on BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) [17],
published by Google in 2018, a model that uses a transformer [28] architecture to map words,
phrases and text into number vectors that capture their meaning. BERT is a bidirectional model,
which makes it able to interpret a word based on the context of the sentence, regardless of
whether the relevant information is left or right, unlike left-to-right architectures, which look
only at the words preceding the one being processed [12]. Furthermore, BERT does not resort
to recursive levels unlike LSTM-based technologies [16], but instead exploits the Self-Attention
[9] mechanism. The KeyBERT system can be implemented with different transformer models,
with the basic model all-MiniLM-L6-v2 having limited needs for computational resources with a
trade-off in precision levels. While, according to the official documentation, the highest quality
model turns out to be all-mpnet-base-v2, we have chosen to use the less powerful paraphrasealbert-large model, as log texts are generally compact, so this model achieves excellent accuracy
with lower resource consumption.
2.3.2. YAKE!
YAKE! or Yake! or Yake, is an automatic keyword extraction algorithm that stands out above all
for its simplicity and an excellent balance between computational resource requirements and
quality of the analytics. It is an unsupervised algorithm based on statistical textual characteristics
extracted from individual documents. Therefore, it does not need to be trained on a particular
set of documents, nor does it depend on external dictionaries and corpora, nor has limitations as
regards text sizes, languages, or domains. It also does not use Part of Speech Tagging [26], which
makes it language-independent, except for the use of different but static stopword lists for each
language. This makes it easy to apply to languages other than English, particularly low-diffusion
languages for which open-source language processing tools may be underperforming.
2.3.3. KeyBERT compared to YAKE!
KeyBERT and YAKE! thus provide alternative models for keyword extraction. In testing the two
algorithms on logs, we found out that both offer high accuracy for short texts. Nevertheless, the
model suggested by default is KeyBERT, in virtue of its higher accuracy for longer texts. On the
other hand, KeyBERT turns out to be significantly more onerous in terms of performance and
waiting time. Therefore, DELTA provides both approaches to let users choose the most suitable
one for the analysis context.

2.4. Log Classification
Classifying logs according to labels (i.e., classification categories) can help analyze and monitor
distributed systems. First, it is thus possible to get an idea of the frequency with which logs
that share the same label occur to facilitate the identification of related problems. Furthermore,
through the analysis of the logs of the same category, it is possible to identify the presence of
specific patterns, which can then be used to verify the system’s correct functioning or detect
anomalies attributable to errors or tampering attempts. Finally, labels offer a way to access
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content in addition to keyword-based querying. The classification approach used in DELTA
is a hybrid that combines machine learning with rules, being a Zero-Shot [24] classifier. As
illustrated in [29], this methodology classifies text, documents, or sentences without resorting
to any previously tagged data by using a natural language processing model, pre-trained in an
environment or domain that may be completely different from the application domain. This
makes it possible to classify texts from heterogeneous contexts. It provides a probabilistic
value of whether the text belongs to a label by taking a text and a list of possible labels as
input. Thus, through a threshold, the text is labeled according to the categories to which it
belongs. The way Zero-Shot is used in Delta provides for multiple labels to be assigned to a
single log with different probabilistic scores by exploiting the fact that the model output is an
independent probabilistic value for each supplied label. This gives a more detailed view of
the system behavior and the consequent possibility of monitoring logs in a more specific and
targeted way. There are five preset tags used within Delta: Security, Connection, Communication,
Transaction and finally Operation. However, these can be changed according to the context of
use. The currently adopted model is the one provided by Facebook: ’facebook/bart-large-mnli’
[1], but this too can be changed according to needs and preferences.

2.5. Sentiment Analysis
In addition to keyword extraction and classification analysis, log sentiment analysis is also
performed. Sentiment analysis consists of language processing and analysis aimed at identifying
the subjectivity value of the text, with the primary goal to determine the polarity of a document,
i.e., to classify it according to the degree of positivity, negativity, or neutrality of the concepts
expressed. As surprising as it may seem, logs carry sentiment that can usefully shed light
on what is going on within the monitored system. In order to detect anomalies and errors, a
monitoring system based on DELTA will indeed benefit from the identification of logs loaded
with negative sentiment, indicative of errors or malfunctions. For the extraction of sentiment
from the logs, the library VADER-lexicon general is used, which, born as a sentiment analysis
library aimed at social media and customer feedback, has valuable features that make it an
excellent analyzer for short texts and hence for logs too. Once a given text has been analyzed,
VADER responds with a polarity value called compound that indicates the degree of positivity
or negativity of the sentiment of the analyzed text. The compound is later processed to define a
sentiment evaluation label through thresholds that were tuned and set according to empirical
evidence. Within DELTA, it is also possible either to modify the values of the thresholds or to
add new ones to refine levels of positivity and/or negativity.

2.6. Additional Log Processing
In addition to the textual analysis of the logs, further processing was carried out to bring
intrinsically relevant information to the fore. First of all, elements deemed irrelevant for the
analysis were removed. We also worked on the Logstash component responsible for collecting
data and creating a very detailed structure containing all the possible information directly
observable from the log generation sources. This structure has been stripped down and simplified
as far as possible to facilitate future analyses and speed up information sharing. Furthermore,
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Figure 3: Structure of the system

regarding security aspects and the control of the use of the system, the extraction of IP addresses
and connection ports, if present in the logs, was carried out. Finally, the information relating to
the log output standard was also extracted, thus making it possible for the aggregation filters to
operate in a simplified manner based on the type of log produced by the systems (Listing 1).

3. Application to Hyperledger Fabric
We briefly describe a DELTA application to Hyperledger Fabric [4, 11], the most adopted
platform for building private distributed ledgers. The challenges presented by blockchain and
DL management were, in fact, the initial motivation for DELTA, even if its construction was
then generalized to all systems that can be containerized and distributed through technologies
such as Docker and Kubernetes.
Like any distributed ledger, Fabric’s goals include ensuring a secure environment. However,
it has known vulnerabilities [10, 22, 3] that provide attack points for malicious users. While
these can be mitigated, there is a lack of a monitoring system that can detect potential attacks
and act promptly. This problem can be addressed by using DELTA to analyze the logs produced
by the system during the attack phase. Log checking is performed to identify attack patterns,
and then these are used to develop a monitoring system to spot and mitigate threats in real-time.
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Since Fabric blockchains are distributable using the Docker engine, DELTA is a close fit for log
analysis of the entire Fabric network. The monitoring system is based on the logs generated by
the Docker containers and then analyzed and processed by DELTA in real-time. Queries can
filter logs and obtain only the relevant ones for attack detection. To this aim, several additional
valuable data are extractable, such as name, unique ID image, execution status, and installed
volumes of Docker containers. Moreover, DELTA provides keywords, sentiment, and the types
of the log, which can be Security, Connection, Communication, Transaction, and Operation.
The attacks on Fabric fall into two broad categories, depending on whether they are about
the network rather than the execution of smart contracts [23]. DELTA is particularly effective
at dealing with the first ones. They are essentially variants of well-known attacks in distributed
systems, e.g., Distributed Denial of Service[19], Sybil[14] and Eclipse attacks [25], which exploit
some specificities of Fabric, such as the relatively lower level of decentralization, compared to
other blockchains, resulting from design choices like the use of a centralized Ordering Service
for transaction management. A monitoring system aimed at network attacks and consisting of
three microservices was consequently implemented, namely i) a service that relies on DELTA to
detect patterns of potential danger, once anomalous behavior is confirmed, sends a warning to
all configured addresses, ii) a service that takes care of sending warning messages via webhook
based on the detections made as in i), iii) a dedicated mitigation service.

4. Future Work
The DELTA tool provides an initial log auditing approach specific to distributed systems with a
focus on blockchain and DLT platforms. However, it is limited to the Docker engine. Although
widely used and suitable for distributed systems, Docker does not scale effectively to very
large systems. Consequently, the next step will be to integrate DELTA with Kubernetes, an
open-source platform, initially developed by Google, for managing workloads and orchestrating
containerized services, which simplifies both system configuration and automation of service
delivery practices in very large systems.

5. Conclusion
The exponential growth of distributed systems in recent years, mainly due to the advent of
Distributed Ledger Technology and, in particular, blockchains, has led to greater attention to
these systems’ security and analysis issues. In particular, the security of the information present
within distributed systems is paramount because these systems are being increasingly deployed
into contexts characterized by sensitive information. For this purpose, we have designed and
implemented the DELTA tool that collects and stores logs generated by the services that make up
the system through the use of some of the components provided by the Elastic search ecosystem
for data analytics. Then the logs are suitably processed to simplify their analysis. Finally, their
text content goes through Natural Language Processing to extract keywords and sentiment and
is classified according to relevant categories. Keywords enable effective log search, and their
extraction can be done according to needs by choosing between KeyBERT, more precise, and
YAKE!, faster and lighter. Sentiment analysis is performed through the VADER algorithm to
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measure the degree of text sentiment, where a significant degree of negativity warns about the
need to carry out thorough checks on what is happening to the system. Logs are classified in
categories that can be set based on the characteristics of the execution system to access them
according to classification.
The purpose of these analytical capabilities is to effectively provide the information extracted
from the logs to external monitoring processes, which can thus carry out specific and detailed
analyses based on the problems at hand and consequently mitigate them. To this end DELTA
was made customizable and is interfaceable with other platforms through REST APIs to query
the system and suitably filter content.
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A. Structure of Processed Logs
1 {
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21
22
23
24
25
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27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41 }

"_index":"data_parsed",
"_type":"_doc",
"_id":"HkEy0n8BYv2pyDWhsjXR",
"_score":1.0,
"_source":{
"@timestamp":"2022-03-20T12:48:09.287Z",
"type":"ERROR",
"message":"[31m2022-03-20 12:48:09.287 UTC 007d ERRO [0m [core.comm] [31;1
mServerHandshake [0m -> Server TLS handshake failed in 607.238772ms with error
server=Orderer remoteaddress=167.94.138.46:45236",
"sentiment":"very negative",
"id_log":"MQhep38BYv2pyDWh9xpE",
"container":{
"id":"0c06a22e0a5f43b7d2ef9b6bfbfa227ae828a3fd2be0e1ab44e3f46926106640",
"name":"orderer.example.com",
"image":{
"name":"hyperledger/fabric-orderer:2.4.2"
}
},
"keywords":[
[
"1mserverhandshake",
"remoteaddress",
"failed"
]
],
"classification_labels":[
[
"Communication",
"Security",
"Connection"
]
],
"ip":[
"167.94.138.46:45236"
],
"name_image_doc":{
"name":"hyperledger/fabric-orderer:2.4.2"
},
"stream":"stderr"
}

Listing 1: Simplified structure of processed logs used on Hyperledger Fabric network
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